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THE QUESTIONS WE A S K  OURSELVES are these: 
do we have a bibliographical record of all the source materials of 
American history, both old and new, printed and manuscript? Can 
the materials be searched for systematically and located with reason- 
able speed? We do, indeed, have an abundance of bibliographical 
sources to turn to, but if there is to be any system or speed in using 
them the search will depend upon the unusual skill of a researcher or 
librarian and not upon any basic order in our bibliographical litera- 
ture. 
The bibliographical accumulations of American history have not 
been shaped by one increasing purpose of systematic or integrated 
coverage. Joseph Sabin, when he began his Dictionary of Books Re-
lating to  America,l almost a century ago, realized that the logical first 
step in bringing order to the printed materials of American history 
was to list them. When eventually completed, long after his death, the 
Dictionary contained 106,413 entries in twenty-nine volumes. Later 
bibliographers brought more limited aspects of our history into 
bibliographical order, sometimes attaining a high level of scholarship. 
We, too, “think continually of those who were truly great” 2-of Cole, 
Eames, Wagner, Ford, Brigham and their peers. 
If we are thinking of planned coverage on a large scale, however, 
we have come close to achieving it only once. This was in the Histori- 
cal Records Survey of the Works Progress Admini~tration.~ It was 
never completed and not all of its compilations (which included an 
annotated bibliography of American history) were ever published. 
But it was an effort of vast scope and farseeing vision. It established 
guideposts for those who hope for some pattern, some all-embracing 
design, in the production of American historical bibliography. 
In our growing academic institutions, more people are searching 
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for the sources of historical evidence than ever before. More papers, 
essays, dissertations and books are being written for an ever-widening 
audience. More historical societies are now active and more publica- 
tions are issued by themq4 American records are to be found in almost 
every foreign archive; American studies appear in almost every land. 
The explosion of the printed word has been felt in Dewey’s 970’s. 
If we are to have some control over this mass of material, where 
are the bibliographies to come from? We need a coordinating body, 
an institute perhaps, made up of historians, librarians and archivists, 
to offer plans and g ~ i d a n c e . ~  We are moving, or so it now seems, 
toward bibliography made by committee or by special staffs, set up  
by foundations, institutions, commercial firms or government, But the 
men with the shoeboxes will always have an important role to play, 
in spite of those who tell us that “the great and solitary he roe^"^ of 
individual enterprise in bibliography are gone. The dedicated bibliog- 
raphers who worked alone, carrying their boxes of bibliographical 
entries from one library to another, produced the classics in the bibli- 
ography of American history. They are still producing works which 
may become classics. 
What, in brief summary, do we already have as usable sources? 
Some impression of the variety of bibliographies in American history 
may be gained from the 7806 entries in Bibliographies in American 
History, compiled by H. P. Beers7 Through its topical arrangement 
and subject index it is intended to help meet the needs of the specialist. 
This is as it should be, for almost everyone who now pursues research 
in American history has chosen some special topic for investigation. 
With completeness as a goal, Beers lists some very trivial material 
and, with unwarranted trust in the future, includes some bibliog- 
raphies in process of compilation which have never been published, 
although a quarter of a century has passed since he listed them. 
Writings in American History 8 is the standard guide to each year’s 
publications and includes both books and periodical articles. Now 
under the care of the National Historical Publications Commission, it 
has reached the year 1957. But in the past twenty-five years only ten 
volumes have appeared. The annual listings began in 1902, but were 
not prepared for the years 1904-1905 and 1941-1947. The history of 
bibliography has some inspiring examples of rescue work in behalf of 
unfinished works. The Bibliographical Society of America completed 
Sabin’s Dictionary after it had been dormant for thirty-five years. 
Shaw and Shoemaker fulfilled the promise of the title page to Evans’s 
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American Bibliography 10 by carrying through an effective crash pro- 
gram, 1958 to 1965, listing the books printed in the United States from 
1801 to 1820. The gaps and time-lags of the Writ ingss  call for a 
similar program, 
Periodical articles are now being abstracted by scholars in America: 
History and Life.ll Its full usefulness will depend upon its index, 
of a new kind which will test our adaptability, and also upon its 
ability to survive so that it may attain continuity over an increasing 
number of years. The seventy-five-year index to the Pennsylvania 
Magazine of History l2 and the forty-year index to the California 
Historical Society Quarterly,13 which thoroughly go into details quite 
impossible for any more general indexing service to attempt, can 
serve as models-and as inspiration-to all of our historical journals. 
The forty-three volumes of the old Faxon annual Magazine Subject 
Index, now brought together in one cumulated alphabet,14 cover many 
state historical periodicals and the transactions of historical societies. 
Together with the Writings on American History,s it carried on to 
some extent the work of that remarkable key to nineteenth-century 
historical scholarship, Griffin’s Bibliography of American Historical 
Societies.15 The importance of this bibliography is underlined by a 
statement made by the Director of the New-York Historical Society, 
James Heslin,16 “Until universities and other libraries were able to 
assist them,” HesIin wrote, “the historical societies that were founded 
between 1791 and 1860 carried the main burden of collecting, preserv- 
ing, and publishing American historical source material.” 
I t  is essential to know what has been and is now being published 
in periodicals and proceedings, because it is in the article or paper 
that new discoveries in American history and new subjects of research 
are most often introduced. The more general indexes to periodical 
literature make a contribution to our knowledge because they bring 
to light the occasional article which appears in a periodical whose 
usual interest is outside the field of history. An important record of 
international activity in American studies, the “Bibliographie Amkri- 
caniste,” appears in the annual issues of the Journal de la Socie’td des 
Ame’ricanistes de  Paris.IT The results of research published in foreign 
countries, however, call for many more specialized bibliographical 
guides than we now have. 
The sources of American history in other countries are found, 
primarily, in archival collections, We look back upon the remarkable 
series of books published by the Carnegie Institution,ls in which the 
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holdings relating to America in foreign archives were surveyed. Can 
we hope for their future revision? The guides published by the Na- 
tional Archives are gradually building up a good record of the hold- 
ings of our own federal depository, Ray C. Billington’s Guides t o  
American History Manuscript Collections in Libraries of the United 
States and the Crick and Alman Guide to Manuscripts Relating to  
America in G e a t  Britain20 also help in the location of unpublished 
source materials. The beginnings of T h e  National Union Catalog of 
Manuscript Collections 21 are important in their present accomplish- 
ment and even more important in their promise for the future. To-
gether with Hamer’s Guide t o  Archives and Manuscripts of the United 
States 22 and Hale’s Guide t o  Photocopied Historical Materials in the 
United States and Canadaz3 librarians and historians now have a 
means of locating materials which were almost impossible to find less 
than a decade ago. Greene and covering the period up to 
1800, and Carman and ThompsonYz6 covering the nineteenth century, 
have compiled guides for manuscripts of American history in the li- 
braries of New York City. They are useful to research carried on any- 
where. But how can other centers of scholarly studies and other cent- 
ers of great research collections continue to get along without their 
own local guides? 
The detailed analysis of collections is still far short of satisfactory 
attainment. Too few libraries and manuscript collections have fully 
calendared or listed records of their own holdings. But some excellent 
printed catalogs have appeared in recent years. One of the best is 
certainly A Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Collection of Western 
Americana Founded b y  Will iam Robertson Coe, Yale University Li-
brary.26 What manuscripts may be in private hands, what may be 
stored in those fabled old trunks, or in some untapped historical col- 
lection is mainly a matter for speculation. We do know that at the 
present time there is simply no easy way to locate letters or papers 
of a minor historical figure. There are some interesting men and 
women in America’s past who are obscure or neglected only because 
essential sources to be used in writing about them have not been 
found by historians or biographers. 
The needs of the productive scholar and advanced student are not 
the only ones which must be met by bibliographers. Casual readers 
want to know the best books in their fields of interest, and librarians, 
even those in the smallest libraries, want to know which books it is 
essential for them to acquire. The most generally useful bibliography 
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of American history ever published was J. N. Lamed’s T h e  Literature 
of American I t  seemingly had everything. Original sources 
and records were presented, in the interest of research. The entries 
for books, chosen for reading and study, had signed, critical annota- 
tions and were set forth in a classified arrangement, Recognizing the 
more limited demands of some libraries, it listed those books recom- 
mended for a school library, a larger town library, and “a good work- 
ing library.” It had an index of authors and subjects. American history 
was served, to some extent, on every level. 
Larned, together with Channing, Hart and Turner’s Guide to  the 
Study and Reading of American History,28 have present-day counter- 
parts in a group of bibliographies that provide a quick solution to the 
majority of problems: the Harcard Guide to  American History; 29 the 
“Americas” section of T h e  American Historical Association’s Guide t o  
Historical Literature; 30 A Guide to the Study of the United States of 
America,31 prepared under the direction of Roy P. Basler for the Li- 
brary of Congress; and, even without a much needed subject index, 
the Bemis Guide t o  the Diplomatic History of the United States,32 
which is broader in scope than is indicated by its title. The Guide to  
Historical Literature 3O is especially valuable for its critical notes. 
Critical appraisal does not often appear in American historical bibliog- 
raphies, although it may be implicit in the selection of one book and 
the rejection of another. Some bibliographers, indeed, believe that 
their true function is to describe a book accurately, to tell what is in 
it, and to refrain from evaluation, It is a position not easily defended. 
But critical evaluation often ignores the fact that historical materials 
are consulted for an infinite variety of reasons. The admittedly poor 
book or article may have uncovered reliable information not to be 
found in any other publication. 
It is not always necessary for a bibliography to be comprehensive 
if it succeeds in giving specific information on where additional ma- 
terial may be found, Probably the most often used bibliographies in 
American public libraries are the little lists of sources in the Diction-
ary of American History33 and the Dictionary of American Biog-
raphy?‘ These works serve to remind us that some of the best sources 
are found in major historical works which are rich in footnotes and 
citations. If an expert has worked the field, we can benefit from what 
he has turned up. The Harvard librarian, Justin Winsor, was the old 
master in a gallery of bibliographically-minded historians which in- 
cludes such diverse figures as Gipson, Channing, Nevins and DeVoto. 
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The critical essays on sources in Winsor’s Narrative and Critical 
History of are a permanent contribution to bibliographical 
literature. Some present-day publishers strongly resist the inclusion 
of citations, and even The N e w  York Times in its daily book reviews 
regularly takes the writer to task if the reviewer finds visible evidence 
of his scholarly apparatus. On the other hand, there are books with 
pretensions to scholarship which attempt to impress the critic and 
reader with a fake bibliography which is not at all a record of the 
sources actually used. 
Wilberforce Eames, considered the dean of American bibliograph- 
ers in his lifetime, began his long career at the age of twelve, copying 
for future reading all of the sources mentioned in Gibbons’s Decline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire. James Westfall Thompson later did 
the same thing, cataloging all of Gibbons’ references because he 
wanted to know what a great historian of the past could draw upon 
when writing history on so large a scale. 
In regional bibliography, the series compiled by Thomas E. Clark 36 
and E. Merton Coulter 37 are notable for the summaries of the con- 
tents of the books described. The works of Henry R. Wagner,38 also 
regional in scope, are high-spots in bibliographical literature. Some 
of the older bibliographies, such excellent ones in their time as Smith’s 
Pacific Northwest Anzeri~ana,3~ need to be done again. In an area 
where the authenticity of the printed word has so often been ques- 
tioned, Ramon F. Adams40 has thrown some needed light on books 
about the more colorful aspects of the Old West. If such books have 
had a tendency to shoot the long bow, the result has been folklore 
rather than history. But the streams of what we consider genuine 
American folklore are often muddied by what we may call fake- 
lore. Robert Wildhaber’s “A Bibliographical Introduction to American 
Folklife”41 is a highly stimulating, critical survey by a European 
scholar. 
State bibliographies, which would seem to offer a logical and 
manageable body of material both for the bibliographer and the user 
of bibliographies are too often out-of-date, entirely inadequate, or 
non-existent. Wilkinson’s Bibliography of Pennsylvania History 42 is 
a good workmanlike example of what should be made available for 
other states. For bibliography at its best and most scholarly, Streeter’s 
five-volume Bibliography of Texas, 1795-1845 43 is unique. 
In local history, Peterson’s Consolidated Bibliography 44 lists almost 
all of the county histories, a type of publication which became a big 
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industry when celebrations of the centennial of the Declaration of 
Independence awakened popular interest in the nation’s past. Local 
history is best presented bibliographically when it attempts to cover 
only one state, as is done in Cracker Barrel Chronicles by John 
Holmes Jenkins.45 This ‘%bibliography of Texas towns and counties,” 
as the subtitle reads, illustrates a new tendency to give off-beat titles, 
suggesting to the reader that even bibliography can be fun. The re- 
markable increase in bulletins, journals and yearbooks published by 
local historical societies is not reflected in any guide to their use, al- 
though Writings on American History 8 includes more of this material 
than is generally realized. Bibliographies of the history of a city are 
a neglected type, but some indication of what can and should be done 
is found in the bibliography of New York City prepared by Dr. Victor 
Hugo Paltsits for Volume 6 of Stokes’s Iconography of Manhattan 
Island.4+3 
A remarkable development in recent bibliographical undertakings 
has been the realization, a rather sudden one, that we have many 
untapped resources in bibliography which have lacked only a means 
of dissemination. The work had already been done. Some of these 
bibliographies had been built up over many years of painstaking 
effort, only waiting for recognition of their wider scholarly value, and 
waiting, even more importantly, for the technological advances in 
reprography which would make it possible to place them on the 
market. 
I am thinking, first, of the catalogs of special libraries and speciaI 
collections in which library catalog cards are used as copy for repro- 
duction. Collectors, anonymous catalogers and book selectors of the 
past have become, without their foreseeing it, our present-day bibliog- 
raphers. The Catalog of the Yale Collection of Western 
the Dictionary Catalog of the Edward E. Ayer Collection of Ameri-
cana and American Indians4* of the Newberry Library, the Catalog 
of Printed Books 49 of the Bancroft Library, University of California, 
and the Dictionary Catalog of the History of the Americas collection 50 
of the New York Public Library, have all become bibliographies to be 
used as working tools in any library that acquires them. We are also 
beginning to see offset printing used for the republication of impor- 
tant booksellers’ catalogs,51 with the entries brought together in one 
alphabet or a group of catalogs reproduced as they originally appeared 
but with the addition of an index. Briefer bibliographical studies, 
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closely related in theme, are being assembled within the covers of a 
book, again with an overall index. 
Opportunities to reprint the older bibliographies are increasing. 
Copies are needed, the originals are hard to find, and their prices are 
usually high. Many new and book-hungry libraries have been estab- 
lished since they first appeared, other libraries have been transformed 
by the expansion of their collecting and research programs, and the 
older libraries may have worn out their copies. Even in the cause of 
paper renewal it is desirable to encourage the publication of a reprint 
to replace the brittle and broken papers of the past. There is, however, 
one drawback to reprinting the older bibliographies in American 
history. Many of them badly need to be revised and brought up to 
date, A reprint may stand in the way of accomplishing this. We also 
should be reminded that some of the older bibliographies of rather 
high reputation were never as good as they should have been. Colton 
Storm, in an address before the Western Americana Institute of 
1Q63,52sponsored by the Rare Book Section of ACRL and the History 
Section of RSD, pulled down many of the old bibliographical idols, 
one by one, as he described their shortcomings. 
With the promises of the electronic revolution ever before us, we 
may hesitate to begin large-scale bibliographical projects until we can 
determine if they should be done by traditional methods or by the 
new. We must know, more clearly than we do at present, what we 
want fed to the computers. In an essay on “Mechanical Aids in Histori- 
cal Research,”53 George L. Anderson has written that “one of the 
least controversial of the applications of machine procedures of se-
lecting and sorting is in the preparation of bibliographies.” As an ex- 
ample he points to the almost inexhaustible number of subject bibliog- 
raphies which could be obtained if all of the bibliographical informa- 
tion in the Writings on American Historys were to be placed on 
punched cards. 
We already have examples of bibliographies made more easily 
possible by inventions which now seem commonplace, One type has 
emerged by collecting in microfilm all of the source material on a 
subject that can be located and then publishing a catalog of the col- 
lecti0n.~4 Another type has come about through the listing and de- 
scribing of what exists in oral history-the material especially created 
as an historical source by tape-recorded interview. Columbia Univer- 
sity has not only issued a catalog of its own great depository assembled 
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by the Oral History Research Offi~e,5~ but has published a list of some 
of the important recordings held by other institution^.^^ 
Other bibliographies are now issued in microphotography. The best 
existing bibliography in American genealogy, for example, is published 
only on micro card^.^^ When issued in any of these forms-microfilm, 
microcard, microprint or microfiche-attention must be given to the 
quality of legibility, When reading regular text, the mind often sup- 
plies what the eye cannot clearly see. But a bibliographical entry can- 
not be read by exercise of intuition. 
All of our bibliographical approaches to the subject of American 
history are tools for search and for service. History itself is a search 
for facts, an attempt to learn exactly what happened, and how. It  is a 
quest that may lead to larger truths-or ingenious theories-about 
why it happened. It may give us some understanding of the present, 
or a sense of the past-a view of that muddy, deep-channeled river 
which is man’s history on earth. It is revision, argument and old facts 
rehearsed in modern dress, yet the old published books and records 
do not become so completely obsolete as they often do in other dis- 
ciplines. Relatively little becomes worthless to the bibliographical 
record. 
The needed source for the person who explores the American past 
may be found in a local history magazine published in Oregon, in the 
British Public Record Office, in a newspaper published in Topeka, 
Kansas, or in an unpublished diary written in 1815. Bibliographies 
are the means of finding these sources. When they fail to do this, and 
when we find that certain bibliographical approaches are closed to us 
-then we discover what our bibliographies of the future must be. 
The present trend of bibliography in American history gives us reason 
to be expectant, to believe that we eventually will get what we find 
we most need. 
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